Danes shuffle Cards, 51-44; face Bears tonight

By Keith Marder

Although they were getting good shots all night long, they just weren’t shooting them. When brought the game back into the game and the SUNYAC tourney again, they started to shoot, getting closer to the basket on offense. The Danes clearly had a lot of heart. They were down, they weren’t going to give up. The Danes decided to focus on their defense, and they ended up winning with defense.

Albany proves to all: “You gotta have heart”

With 31 seconds left in Wednesday night’s contest against Albany State and Potsdam, the Danes decided to focus on their defense. According to their defense, the Danes found themselves on the short end of a 39-30 score. The Danes were down, but they didn’t give up. They shot 14-35 from the field in the second half. But then they had to make a decision. Did they want to go for it or did they want to play defense like they did in the second half?

The Danes, who were down, didn’t give up. They came down to our defensive intensity with about 15 minutes remaining. They were down, but they didn’t give up. They shot 14-35 from the field in the second half. But then they had to make a decision. Did they want to go for it or did they want to play defense like they did in the second half?

Chernenko to lead U.S.S.R.

ARKHANGELSK, U.S.S.R. - Anatoly Chernenko, a member of the Politburo and the general secretary of the Communist Party, was elected leader of the U.S.S.R., the Soviet Union’s most powerful post. Chernenko, 70, was unanimously selected for the post by the Communist Party Central Committee. He succeeds Leonid I. Brezhnev, who died suddenly last month.

The Central Committee’s action was seen as a blow to the hopes of reformers who sought to continue Brezhnev’s policies of détente and economic reform. Chernenko, who is known for his strict control of the party hierarchy, was seen as more conservative than Brezhnev.

Students unite for voter conference

By Beth Fox and Jerry Campione

“Teacher talk” across the country.

The project aims to bring union leaders, student organizers, and political activists together to develop strategies for increasing voter registration and turnout among young people. The conference will feature keynote speakers, workshops, and roundtable discussions on a variety of topics related to voter registration and mobilization.

The keynote speakers at the conference included Project Vote, the League of Women Voters, the Women’s Vote Project, and the Student Association of the State University of New York. Several members of the Syracuse community also spoke at the conference, including Project Vote member John Lowery, who is also chair of the National Student Association.

The conference will also feature a panel discussion on the importance of voter registration and mobilization, with speakers from a variety of organizations and perspectives. The panel will include Project Vote member John Lowery, who is also chair of the National Student Association, as well as representatives from the League of Women Voters, the Women’s Vote Project, and the Student Association of the State University of New York.

The conference aims to bring together leaders from over 40 states to discuss strategies for increasing voter registration and turnout among young people. The conference will feature keynote speakers, workshops, and roundtable discussions on a variety of topics related to voter registration and mobilization.

The keynote speakers at the conference included Project Vote, the League of Women Voters, the Women’s Vote Project, and the Student Association of the State University of New York. Several members of the Syracuse community also spoke at the conference, including Project Vote member John Lowery, who is also chair of the National Student Association.
Three Frenchmen who collaborated with the Nazis during the German occupation of France in World War II have been sentenced in New York to life prison terms for their role in rounding up and deporting French resistance fighters during the Vichy collaboration. The sentences were commuted to life prison terms in 1966, but the decision was overturned by the New York Court of Appeals in 1977.

The three men, Jean Barbier, 64, and his two brothers, Paul and Pierre, were identified as the key figures in the rounding up of French resistance fighters and the deportation to Germany of thousands of Frenchmen during the war. They were tried and convicted in 1949 for their role in the roundup and deportation of French resistance fighters, and were sentenced to death. However, their sentences were commuted to life prison terms in 1966, after the war ended.

The decision was overturned by the New York Court of Appeals in 1977, and the men were sentenced to life prison terms again. They have been serving their sentences at the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, New York, since 1978.

The cases of the three Frenchmen have been a source of controversy in France and the United States. The French government has expressed sympathy for the men, and has requested that they be released. The United States government has resisted pressure to release the men, and has insisted that they serve out their life sentences.

The cases of the three Frenchmen are similar to those of other Vichy collaborators who were tried and convicted in France and the United States. The Vichy government, which collaborated with the Nazis during the war, was responsible for rounding up and deporting thousands of Frenchmen to Germany, where they were subjected to harsh conditions and often murdered.

The cases of the three Frenchmen have been a source of controversy in France and the United States. The French government has expressed sympathy for the men, and has requested that they be released. The United States government has resisted pressure to release the men, and has insisted that they serve out their life sentences.
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Soviet student program to resume

NY State escalates search for viable site for low-level radioactive waste disposal

By Barry Whelan

As a federally mandated 1986 deadline draws nearer, New York State officials are faced with a decision on the disposal of its low-level radioactive waste: the only known source of such waste in the state is the old Hanford Reservation in Washington. Several states have expressed interest in receiving New York's waste, but in the absence of any state-operated facilities for its disposal, the state must find a solution. The state is considering several options, including a temporary storage facility and a permanent disposal site.
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View from the Podium

What do you think about the major foreign policy changes in Lebanon—specifically bringing the U.S. Marines off shore, and simultaneously escalating military involvement?

— Lisa McCorinick

— Tyrone Benton

— Mark Stein

— Eileen Andrews

The troops should stay in Lebanon. The United Nations is the only international body that can stop this civil war. People don't want war.

— Richard Green

— John Smith

— Elizabeth Weir
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Student leaders joining forces to protest Reagan financial aid cuts

NEW YORK—Student leaders from throughout the State University of New York (SUNY) system are joining forces to protest the administration's financial aid cuts, which they say will have a severe impact on many students.

Jim Tierney, president of the Student Association of the State University of New York (SUNY), said the cuts were "unjustifiable." He added that the cuts would "seriously impact" the lives of students.

"We are joining forces to protest the cuts," Tierney said. "This is a critical time for students, and we need to stand together to ensure that our voices are heard."
A Second Look At The Crucible

Gail Merrell

The Arthur Miller play is not a stage

play, but a book. The wide appeal of

The Crucible comes from the "i" in

words that is rather different. It is a

story of a small town, Salem, in

1692 when the witch trials were

at their peak. The play is set in a

room in the town, where a group

of people, including the neighbors,

are gathered to discuss the case of

Roger Waldo, a local farmer who is

accused of witchcraft.

The play is about the process of

innocence being tried and found

guilty. It is a story of how fear and

hysteria can lead to the destruction

of innocent people. The play is also

about the power of the individual

and the will to resist the forces of

society.

The Crucible is a powerful story

that is still relevant today. It is a

reminder of the importance of

freedom of speech and the right to

a fair trial. It is a story of how

innocence can be destroyed by fear

and ignorance.

The play is a cautionary tale of

what can happen when people

allow their prejudices to control

their actions. It is a story of how

the power of the individual can

resist the forces of society.

The Crucible is a must-read for
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**EDITORIAL**

Student activism: a new era?

We embarked on a news week project which would challenge the status of the newsroom in America. The goal was to create a publication that would reflect the values and concerns of the students, rather than just the editors. The project was supported by the Student Association (SA), the largest student organization on campus.

**COLUMN - Competition serves the Arts**

In the face of the decline of the arts, a group in the 1960s sought to revitalize the arts. They created various cultural institutions, including a literary magazine that at the time was the only one funded by SA. The magazine became a central place for the exchange of ideas and a forum for cultural expression. Michael Benson explores the legacy of this group.

**LETTERS**

Advantage for sale

The American way

Defense of Europe

Keep it open

Unique perspective

Imperial decree

Wrong number

In These Articles, the editors address the issue of student activism. They argue that student activism has become an important force on college campuses and that it is necessary for students to have a voice in decision-making processes. The editors also discuss the importance of protecting student voices and the role of the SA in supporting student activism.
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Americans having problems at Winter Games

By Jim Brinn

The Albany State women's indoor track and field team, which competed at the University

0of Minnesota, is claiming that it won't be easy to

match the success of last year. The Danes, who finished third in the national meet with 111 points, were only 36 points ahead of North Carolina State, which finished fourth.

Coach Joseph Wise, who has been with the team for two years, said that he is looking forward to seeing how the team performs in the upcoming meets.

The Danes are scheduled to compete in the NCAA East Regional meet on Feb. 21-22 at the University of Illinois. The regional meet will determine which teams will advance to the national meet.

The Danes' first meet of the season was on Feb. 1, when they finished second at the University of Connecticut Invitational. The team scored 234 points to win the meet.

On Friday, the Danes will travel to the University of Pennsylvania for a meet.

Critics say that the Danes' chances of winning the national meet are slim, but Wise remains optimistic.

"We have a good chance of making it," said Wise. "We have a lot of talent on this team and we are working hard to improve our times."
"When the crowd’s on your side, it’s a big lift!"

"I walked into the game at 7:30 and thought, ‘I can’t believe it’s finally time to play. ’" Albany’s coach Dick Sauers said. "I was really nervous, but the crowd was really great."

When the Danes won the 2nd half, it was their first home game win of the year. They had struggled in their first five outings, and were looking for a win to boost their confidence.

"It’s been a tough season so far," Sauers said. "But the crowd was really great tonight. It helped us get过去 the first half and pull away in the second."

The crowd was really great, as they came out to support the Danes. They were cheering and shouting, and the noise was deafening.

"The crowd was really great tonight," Sauers said. "It helped us get past the first half and pull away in the second."

The Danes were leading by 10 at halftime, and they never looked back. They played a strong game, and the crowd was really great.
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Four wrestlers qualify for NCAA tournament

By Marc Derman

An impressive showing, four Albany wrestlers qualified for the NCAA Wrestling Tournament held March 15-16 at the Coliseum in St. Louis, Mo.

Two of the four wrestlers who qualified were graduated seniors while the other two were juniors.

Senior Steve Ursprung, who qualified at 147 and 154 pounds, respectively, said, "I'm very happy to have qualified. These are tough Sonny

Goals

Four to five thousand students live in on-campus dormitories, explained Welch. In the past, he said, the university did not have student dormitory housing available. This is in contrast to the current situation, where the university has more than 10,000 resident students.

The university plans to construct new dormitories within the next five years. These dormitories are expected to accommodate an additional 4,000 students.

In addition to the new dormitories, the university is considering the possibility of constructing additional residence halls to meet the needs of the growing student population.

The university has also been successful in increasing the number of off-campus housing options available to students. This includes the construction of new apartment buildings and the renovation of existing buildings to accommodate additional students.

City sells Wellington Hotel

Doctor purchases building for $1.25M

By Jane Anderson
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